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ABSTRACT In 5G mobile communication systems, massive multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) and
heterogeneous networks (HetNets) play crucial roles to achieve expected coverage and capacity across
venues. This paper correspondingly addresses software-defined network (SDN) as the central controller of
radio resource management in massive MIMO HetNets. In particular, we identify the huge spatial domain
information management and complicated MIMO coordination as the grand challenges in 5G systems. Our
work accordingly distinguishes itself by considering more network MIMO aspects, including flexibility and
complexity of spatial coordination. In our proposed scheme, SDN controller first collects the user channelstate information in an effective way, and then calculates the null-space of victim users and applies linear
precoding to that null-space. Simulation results show that our design is highly beneficial and easy to be
deployed, due to its high quality of service performance but low computation complexity.
INDEX TERMS 5G SDN, massive MIMO, HetNets, precoding, channel estimation.
I. INTRODUCTION

In the past few years, the fourth-generation (4G) mobile
communication systems have been rapidly deployed and
successfully operated in many countries. Nevertheless, the
dramatic adoption by end-users of smart-phones and tablets
is fueling an increasing demand for mobile data access.
To provide enhanced connectivity for more diversified
devices with higher mobility, both academia and industry
are focusing on the fifth-generation (5G) mobile system, and
related technologies have become popular research topics.
A major challenge in the era of 5G is to efficiently support the increasing demand of network capacity while the
spectrum resource remains scarce [1]. For instance, it is
expected that the future networks should be able to handle
the sophisticated content operations of a tenfold increase
in traffic with guaranteed quality of service (QoS) [2], [3].
In addition, energy efficiency has also been recognized as
an urgent requirement, since service providers are more
and more concerned about the operating expense (OPEX),
as well as the impact to global climate change and air
pollution [4], [5].
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To address these challenges, operators are coping with
the trend by: 1) deploying denser cellular infrastructures;
2) increasing the available bandwidth; and 3) exploring massive MIMO solutions [6], [7]. In particular, one of the most
promising technologies is the HetNet architecture, in which
a cellular system consists of a large number of densified low
power nodes (LPNs) [8], [9]. In HetNets, LPNs provide high
data rate to nearby mobile stations and improve the system
capacity with frequency reuse. Moreover, LPNs can transmit
signals with lower power, resulting in a significant reduction
in energy consumption [10], [11].
Despite the promising features of massive MIMO based
HetNets, with the drastic increase of ultra-dense deployment of small cells in 5G networks, the total energy consumption may still likely exceed the acceptable level [12].
Moreover, the traffic fluctuation also contributes considerable increase to energy consumption and thus causes extra
OPEX to service providers [13]. In short, wireless network operators are now facing rapid growth of users and
traffics, which should be effectively curbed by introducing
intelligence [14], [15].
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This ever increasing network complexity is driving operators toward a virtualization of network functionality that calls
for a paradigm shift from a hardware-based approach to a
software-based approach [16], [17]. In this work, we develop
an intelligent management framework based on the concept
of SDN, which is featured by the decoupling of control plane
from data plane [18], [19]. The intelligent SDN framework
aims to provide a viable way to solve the existing challenges
in a unified manner [20], [21].
In essence, SDN recognizes the network as an operating
system and abstracts the applications from the hardware [22],
which enables the management-related functions to be implemented in a centralized manner [23]. Accordingly, network
intelligence can be realized logically in a centralized SDN
controller that manages the entire network globally. More
specifically, an SDN controller is programmed to learn the
physical topology of the network and status of each individual
network element through certain discovery mechanisms or
appropriate databases, and thus can orchestrate the whole
network to function in a cost-efficient and energy-efficient
manner [24].
This work studies how SDN benefits the RRM of next
generation mobile networks. Our proposed network architecture is in line with 5G concepts and also compatible to current 3GPP LTE Advanced (LTE-A) standard. In 4G systems,
RRM addresses frequency and time domain management,
such as frequency reuse [25], inter cell interference coordination (ICIC) [26], enhanced inter cell interference coordination (eICIC), etc. As to 5G, however, the system has to reach
the staggering densities of devices and network infrastructure
nodes, as well as supporting an enormous number of antennas in massive MIMO installations [27], [28]. Fortunately,
mmWave technologies at very high carrier frequencies make
the size of antenna smaller and open the door to massive
MIMO [29], [30]. Nevertheless, massive MIMO leads to
the problem of managing huge spatial domain resource and
processing vast information in 5G HetNets. SDN shows its
inherent advantage of integrating and processing information
in dealing with such situations.
In 5G HetNets, there are macro base stations (Macro-BSs)
and small cells all employing multiple antennas and leading
to huge spacial domain information [31]. To retrieve, store
and utilize the spatial information becomes a critical task
for 5G network [32]. In our design, SDN is responsible
for collecting and managing huge spacial domain information and processing null-space calculation regarding massive
MIMO coordination. SDN offers a platform to integrate spatial information and perform massive MIMO coordination.
With this effort, the null-space information is integrated to
enable whole network coordination and thus achieves a better
performance than non-SDN based networks [33], [34]. This
novel architecture implements coordinated RRM and eases
the operation pressure of BS and LPNs significantly.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
introduces the cutting edge technologies of 5G pertinent
to spatial domain management. In Section III, we present
VOLUME 3, 2015

status-quo of SDN and OpenFlow specifications. In
Section IV, we propose a novel SDN architecture for 5G
networks and an intelligent massive MIMO scheme operated
in 5G SDN. Section V demonstrates the performance evaluation. In the end, Section VI concludes the paper.
II. 5G CUTTING EDGE TECHNOLOGIES
REGARDING SPATIAL DOMAIN
A. HETEROGENEOUS NETWORKS

HetNet has been recognized as the most viable solution
to the impending mobile data traffic crunch in the context
of LTE-A. It consists of eNodeBs of different transmission
powers to constitute different cell sizes or layers, such as
macro, micro, pico and femto. HetNets can significantly
increase the spectral efficiency by manipulating these layers
in an appropriate manner [35], [36], and can expand network
coverage and improve network scalability. It can also enhance
the availability, reliability and survivability of the network,
which are the key requirements for disaster rescue scenarios.
HetNets take full advantage of the complementary characteristics of different network tiers, and thus become an inevitable
trend for future development of information networks [37].
However, different tiers of networking access technologies
and various service requirements cause a new problem we
have to handle, i.e., spatial domain management [31], [38].
In 5G HetNets, we rely on SDN controller to collect and
manage spacial information from a variety of high and low
power nodes.
The deployment of low power nodes, namely small cell
network, as shown in Fig. 1, has been considered as an
important technology of next generation cellular networks to
improve spectrum efficiency, power efficiency, and coverage
effectively, as well as reduce the capital expenses (CapEx)
and OPEX [47], [48].

FIGURE 1. A small cell network.

With the explosive demand for mobile broadband services
and the emergence of new high capacity mobile devices,
mobile networks have to continuously evolve to meet capacity and coverage demands with the latest technologies.
At the same time, there is an apparent trend of declining
2239
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profitability of mobile data despite the recent exponential
growth of mobile data usage. Furthermore, dense small cell
networks have attracted great attentions, where a mass of
small cell base stations (SBSs) are deployed to improve
QoS further [49].

domain management in massive MIMO HetNets [52], [53].
In this section, we provide an overview on the main existing
SDN standards and OpenFlow specifications.

B. MASSIVE MIMO

The concept of SDN was first introduced in the 1990s and
became popular in the 21th century. The architecture of SDN
was formally defined by a non-profit industry consortium
called open networking forum (ONF) [54]. ONF is also
responsible for the maintenance of the OpenFlow standard
and technical specifications for the OpenFlow switch as well
as the conformance test of SDN enabled devices. In the architecture of SDN, network devices are composed of three layers, i.e., application, control and infrastructure. The functions
of two lower layers are called OpenFlow controller and OpenFlow switch, corresponding to the control and data planes of
traditional IP/MPLS network switches and routers. Through
the OpenFlow standard, the controller instructs the OpenFlow
switch to define the standard functional messages such as
packet-received, send-packet-out, modify-forwarding-table,
and get-stats.
Apart from ONF, internet engineering task force (IETF),
international telecommunication union telecommunication
standardization sector (ITU-T), European telecommunications standards institute (ETSI) and China communications
standards association (CCSA) also started the standardization work for SDN. IETF issued an RFC concerning the
requirements, application issues about SDN from operators’
perspective [55], while ITU-T has no formal recommendation published since 2012 when the project was
launched. Table 1 summarizes and lists all formally published
SDN standards.

Massive MIMO employs the antenna arrays of a few hundred
elements to simultaneously serve many tens of mobile users
with the same time-frequency resource [39], [40]. Massive
MIMO scales up the conventional MIMO to reap all the
benefits at a higher level, which includes: 1) increasing the
capacity 10 times or more and simultaneously improving
the radiated energy efficiency in the order of 100 times;
2) inexpensive, low-power components; 3) a significant
reduction of latency on the air interface; 4) robustness against
both unintended man-made interference and intentional
jamming; 5) reducing the constraints on accuracy and linearity of each individual amplifier and radio frequency (RF)
chain. Overall, massive MIMO is an enabler for future broadband (fixed and mobile) networks, which will be spectrumefficient, energy-efficient, and robust.
Massive MIMO antenna arrays generate vast amounts of
spacial domain information in real time [41], which in turn
significantly raises the computational complexity and brings
about the problem of MIMO coordination. The network can
achieve good performance, only if SDN processes spacial
information well.
C. MILLIMETER-WAVE

Millimeter-wave technology is a promising technology for
future 5G cellular systems [42]. In the core network,
fiber-based millimeter-wave systems are expected to bridge
high-capacity wireless access networks in the future [43].
In particular, millimeter-wave signals on optical carriers
are up and down linked between central stations and base
antenna stations. In radio access network, millimeter-wave
has an operating frequency between microwave and light
and owns the advantages of both. Future 5G cellular systems
can achieve super wide bandwidth from millimeter-wave, as
its frequency ranges from 26.5 to 300 GHz. Furthermore,
millimeter-wave has a much narrower antenna beam size
compared to the microwave, so that it can more precisely aim
the target [44].
The main challenge of millimeter-wave to 5G is the acquisition of transmission characteristic in the air and the requirement of high device precision. Spatial domain management
makes the control of millimeter-wave devices more efficient
without the need to install hardware for every new service,
and thus offers a chance of low equipment cost and operational cost [45], [46].
III. REVIEW ON SDN AND OpenFlow SPECIFICATIONS

Massive MIMO HetNets lead to spatial diversity and thus
raise a critical task to retrieve, store and process the spatial
information [50], [51]. Therefore, SDN is critical for spatial
2240

A. MAIN EXISTING SDN STANDARDS
AND OpenFlow PROTOCOLS

TABLE 1. Current main SDN standards.

Currently, SDN has found its best practice in campus networks and data centers and has been paid increasing attention
by more and more network organizations around the world.
For example, Fig.2 illustrates a generalized architecture of
SDN controlled hybrid cellular networks. SDN is regarded
as a promising method to solve current and emerging problems, though necessary extensions are required for future
5G HetNets.
VOLUME 3, 2015
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FIGURE 2. A generalized architecture of SDN controlled hybrid cellular network.

It has been several years for the development of OpenFlow
specification to become an academic initiative [56], [57].
In early 2011, ONF formalized the OpenFlow specification.
A lot of the largest network operators in the world, for
example, Microsoft, Google, Yahoo, Facebook, Verizon,
Deutsche Telekom and NTT, are all directors of ONF.
It is important to note that these companies are all end users
of networking technology, rather than network equipment
manufacturers. This phenomenon indicates a strong market interest in OpenFlow technology. Over 70 equipment
manufacturers (e.g. Cisco, IBM, Brocade, Juniper Networks)
have joined the ONF in such condition. In June 2012, ONF
released the latest version of its specification, OpenFlow 1.3.
Therefore we must pay close attention to implementing only
the approved industry standard version of these protocols to
maximize interoperability in a multivendor network and fully
realize the benefits intended by the ONF, because SDN and
OpenFlow are still evolving.
The OpenFlow standard integrates the network control
plane into software running on an attached server or network controller, which makes the flow of network traffic
be controlled dynamically, without the need to rewire the
data center network. SDN concludes both industry standard
network virtualization overlays and the emerging OpenFlow
industry standard protocol. Most modern Ethernet switches
and routers contain flow tables, which run at line rate and
are used to implement functions such as QoS, security firewalls, and statistical analysis of data streams. OpenFlow
takes advantage of that to achieve its capabilities. OpenFlow
standardizes a common set of functions that operate on these
VOLUME 3, 2015

flows and will be extended in the future as the standard
evolves.
An OpenFlow switch consists of three parts: 1) a remote
controller on a server, 2) flow tables in the switch, and
3) a secure communication channel between them. In the
flow table, the OpenFlow protocol allows external servers
to define entries. In practice, a flow could be all the packets
from a particular MAC or IP address, a TCP connection, or all
packets with the same virtual local area network (VLAN) tag.
Each flow table entry is associated with a particular flow to
accomplish a specific action, for example, encapsulating and
forwarding the flow to a controller for processing, forwarding
the flow to a given switch port (at line rate), or dropping a flow
packet.
As illustrated in Fig.3, in the OpenFlow architecture, the
OpenFlow switch acts as a forwarding device containing
one or more flow tables. It contains an abstraction layer
that securely communicates with a controller via OpenFlow
protocol. Flow tables consist of flow entries, each of which
determines how to process and forward packets belonging to
a flow.
Typically, flow entries consist of: 1) counters, used to
collect statistics for the particular flow, such as number of
received packets, number of bytes and duration of the flow;
2) a set of instructions, or actions, to be applied upon a match;
they dictate how to handle matching packets; and 3) match
fields, or matching rules, used to match incoming packets;
match fields may contain information found in the packet
header, ingress port, and metadata. When a packet arrives at
an OpenFlow switch, packet header fields are extracted and
2241
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FIGURE 3. Communication between the controller and the forwarding devices happens via
OpenFlow protocol.

matched against the matching fields portion of the flow table
entries. If there is a matching entry, the switch applies the
appropriate set of instructions or actions associated with the
matched flow entry. On the other hand, the action taken by
the switch will depend on the instructions defined by the
table-miss flow entry if there isn’t a match during the flow
table look-up procedure. In order to handle table misses,
every flow table must contain a table-miss entry, which
specifies a set of actions to be performed when there is no
match for an incoming packet. On such condition, this entry
may continue the matching process on the next flow table
or forward the packet to the controller over the OpenFlow
channel. It may just drop the packet as well.
It is important to note that OpenFlow supports multiple
tables and pipeline processing from version 1.1. Another
possibility is to forward non-matching packets using regular
IP forwarding schemes in the case of hybrid switches which
have both OpenFlow and non-OpenFlow ports.
Overall, OpenFlow improves scalability, enables multitenancy and resource pooling in cloud computing environments
and will likely coexist with other layer 2/3 protocols and
network overlays for some time. OpenFlow protocol enables
communication between controllers and switches by defining
a set of messages which can be exchanged between these
entries over a secure channel. By using the OpenFlow protocol, a remote controller can add, update and delete flow
entries from the switch’s flow tables, which can happen
reactively or proactively.
B. CONVENTIONAL SDN AND OpenFlow ARCHITECTURE

As illustrated in Fig.4, SDN advocates virtualizing the
data center network with a software overlay and network
2242

FIGURE 4. Conventional SDN architecture.

controller that allows attached servers to control features
such as packet flows, topology changes, and network
management [10], [58].
An OpenFlow architecture, as shown in Fig.5, consists of
three main components: an OpenFlow-compliant switch, a
secure channel and a controller. Switches forward packets
by means of flow tables which are lists of flow entries.
Each entry consists of counters, instructions and match
fields. Firstly, the incoming packets are compared with the
matching fields of each entry and then the packet is
VOLUME 3, 2015
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FIGURE 5. OpenFlow architecture.

processed according to the action contained by that entry
if there is a match. It is also possible to encapsulate and
send the packet to the controller. Counters are responsible for
keeping statistics about packets [59], [60]. The controller is
a software program following the OpenFlow protocol, which
is responsible for manipulating the switch’s flow table. The
OpenFlow-compliant switch is responsible for forwarding
packets according to the rules defined in the flow table. The
secure channel is the interface connecting the controller to
all the switches, through which the controller interacts with
the switches, including receiving and sending packets to the
switches as well as managing these switches.
C. POTENTIALS OF OpenFlow FOR 5G CORE NETWORK

OpenFlow has been one of the most commonly deployed
SDN technology [61] which standardizes the way that a
controller communicates with network devices in an SDN
architecture. OpenFlow was proposed to enable researchers
to test new ideas in a production environment and provide
a specification to migrate the control logic from a switch
into the controller. It also shows its significance in supporting communication between the controller and the switches
by defining an OpenFlow protocol. In an SDN architecture, OpenFlow standardizes the communication between
the switches and the software-based controller [62], [63].
It doesn’t require the vendors to expose the code of their
devices when controlling a switch. The original intention
of OpenFlow was to provide a platform that would allow
researchers to run experiments in production networks.
However, industry has developed SDN and OpenFlow as a
strategy to reduce costs and hardware complexity, as well as
increasing the functionality of the network.
There are many specific capabilities in OpenFlow networks. For example, in OpenFlow networks, it is possible
to control multiple switches from a single controller and to
analyze traffic statistics using software. It is also feasible
to update forwarding information dynamically and manage
different types of traffic can be abstractly as flows. Research
communities have exploited these capabilities to experiment
VOLUME 3, 2015

with innovative ideas and propose new applications. In OpenFlow area, most research focus on network management,
security, availability, network and data center virtualization,
wireless applications and ease of configuration. They have
been implemented in different environments, such as real
hardware networks and virtual simulations [64], [65].
Many specific capabilities of OpenFlow-based architectures are worthy of exploitation to experiment with new
ideas and test novel applications. For example, centralized
control, flow abstraction, dynamic updating of forwarding
rules and software-based traffic analysis. OpenFlow based
applications aim to simplify network management and ease
the configuration of a network, as well as adding security
features. It also assists in virtualizing networks and data
centers and deploying mobile systems. These applications run
on top of networking operating systems such as Node. Flow,
Floodlight, Beacon, Maestro, Trema and Nox. By deploying
larger scale OpenFlow infrastructures, the research communities can run experiments and test their applications in a
more realistic scenario. Moreover, many investigations have
measured the performance of OpenFlow networks through
experimentation and modelling.
With respect to 5G core network, we next elaborate the
details of dynamic QoS support as an example of the advantage of SDN paradigm.
In OpenFlow networks, it offers a new paradigm to make
routing more flexible by allowing different routing rules associated with data flows so that the modification of partitions
of the networks layout and traffic flows can be as instant
as in an SDN. Acting as the brain of the network, the controller component of OpenFlow is where routing changes
are determined. In this way, different data flows associated
with different algorithms in the controller may yield different
routing choices. The controller provides access to flow tables
as well as the rules which instruct the network forwarders
how to direct traffic flows. As illustrated in Fig. 6, the
QoS-supporting controller offers various functions and interfaces. In the classical Internet model, some of them have been
part of a router.
The main interfaces of a controller are ControllerForwarder interface and Controller-Application interface.
At Controller-Forwarder interface, the controller attaches to a
network of forwarders with a secure OpenFlow protocol. This
interface is responsible for discovering network topology,
sending flow tables associated with data flows, and receiving
traffic status information and notifications. At ControllerApplication interface, the controller provides application service providers an secure and open (non-real time) interface to
make reservations of new data partitions (individual or groups
of data flows). It can also define new routing rules associated
with partitions if necessary. There are several key functions
under the management of the controller:
1) ROUTE MANAGEMENT

Analyzing availability and packet performance of routes to
aid the route calculation. This function requires collecting
2243
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function computes the exact route and uploads the flow table
to appropriate forwarders, the video server signals the controller and data flow may start. The route management function will reactivate the route calculation function to determine
a new route for the data flow if there is congestion in the
network. It is worth noting that, in order to make sure the end
points conform to their SLAs stated in their QoS contract, the
traffic policing function must also be implemented.
IV. SDN BASED MASSIVE MIMO
COORDINATION SCHEME

FIGURE 6. The OpenFlow controller and interfaces.

performance data from the forwarders on a periodic or on a
notification basis.
2) ROUTE CALCULATION

Finding and calculating routes for different data flows.
Several routing algorithms can run in parallel to meet the
performance requirements and objectives of different flows.
Network topology and route management information are
input to this function along with service reservations.
3) TOPOLOGY MANAGEMENT

Determining and maintaining network connectivity topology
by analyzing data collected or received from forwarders.
4) SERVICE LEVEL AGREEMENT (SLA) MANAGEMENT

Providing users SLA templates for different types of
allowable data flow patterns.
5) TRAFFIC POLICING

Determining if data flows agree with their SLAs, and apply
policy rules when they do not.
6) SERVICE MANAGEMENT

Managing and storing different data flow request.
The service management function of controller works like
this: first, it receives a service reservation module (e.g. video
service) requiring QoS option from the network, then it
decides if other reservations being made can deliver the
requested service SLA. Once accepting the reservation, it
manages the network resources for the service starting at
the begin time of the data flow. When the route calculation
2244

In future 5G system, more effective technologies have to be
employed for spectrum utilization, traffic control, resource
allocation, density management, security, etc., so as to support the interconnection of more diversified user equipment (UE) and devices. While existing SDN standards mainly
address the management of wired network such as 5G core,
5G mobile network, however, also involves a large number
of wireless technologies as another essential part, i.e., radio
access network (RAN), specially including massive MIMO
and HetNets. Correspondingly, in this paper we endeavor to
extend the function of SDN to cooperate with these edging technologies in 5G network, including Hetnets, massive
MIMO, density small cells, etc. We also emphasize the function of SDN on coping with the radio resource management
in massive MIMO HetNets.
A. A NOVEL SDN ARCHITECTURE
FOR FUTURE 5G NETWORKS

The exploitation of SDN technology shall empower the
network with intellectualization, so as to largely reduce
the complexity of 5G networks, lower the cost on network
deployment/maintenance, and facilitate the future network
evolution. The current standardizations, however, have not
taken the 5G RAN into consideration. Next, we will present
the necessary extensions to current standards and propose our
novel SDN architecture. In particular, we identify the huge
spatial domain information management and complicated
MIMO coordination as the targeted problems.
Fig. 7 illustrates our proposed architecture, where an SDN
controller is employed to manage spatial information and
conduct massive MIMO coordination for 5G networks. In this
architecture, the network consists of BS and densely deployed
small cells to support spectral efficiency and coverage. Both
BS and LPNs can be extended to have a huge number of
antennas, i.e. massive MIMO. And SDN controller is responsible for the RRM of the whole Hetnet to overcome the
massive data processing constraints. Firstly, BS collects the
user information and report it to SDN. SDN controller will
perform the information processing such as CSI analysis
and null-space calculation. Then SDN controller sends the
processed results and instructions back to BS and LPNs so as
to achieve better coordination regarding the global knowledge
of network spatial information. In our proposed architecture,
SDN takes over the heavy operation from BS and LPNs to
release the efficiency of 5G networks.
VOLUME 3, 2015
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FIGURE 7. 5G SDN architecture for spatial domain management.

FIGURE 8. Block diagram of our proposed scheme.

B. CSI ACQUIREMENT

We present in this paper a novel SDN architecture for 5G networks and propose our scheme to implement massive MIMO
coordination in 5G SDN. Fig. 8 illustrates the the proposed
processing diagram by highlighting two critical steps, i.e., the
acquisition of CSI for LPNs and the generation of precoding

matrix based on the null-space of the victim users. We will
elaborate the details in the following.
Practically LPNs can only collect the local CSI though the
backward channel of their own users and can not access to the
CSI of the external victim users. However, owing to the hubspoke structure of the network, the CSI of all MIMO channels
can be collected and disseminated through the backhaul link.
Fig. 9 gives the CSI acquisition method.
BS collects user information and then reports the channel
matrix on victim users of each LPN to the SDN controller.
H
H
That is, to send SDN every [HH
j,Kj +1 , ..., Hj,Kj +Lj ] corresponding to the j-th LPN, which contains Lj × M elements.
The SDN will perform the block-diagonal (BD) algorithm
(0)
and gain null-space vector Ṽj,i for LPN j. Then the SDN
(0)
computes on the null-space vector Ṽj,i to obtain precoding matrix Tj,i (i = 1, 2...Kj ) by the precoding algorithm
proposed in the next subsection. Finally, Tj,i is sent to each

FIGURE 9. Proposed CSI acquirement methods.
VOLUME 3, 2015
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LPN through downlink transmission. Thus, all the matrix
decomposition computation and precoding methods will be
performed by the SDN controller and it is suitable for
the situation that LPNs are simple and devices are in low
performance.
C. PRECODING BASED ON NULL-SPACE

Obviously, the interference from the victim users cannot affect the intended
users, when the precoding vectors

Tj,k k = 1, 2...Kj span a subspace of the null-space of the
channel vectors from victim users. Based on this understanding, the precoding matrix can be constructed by processing
the massive-MIMO channel matrix.
For the j-th LPN, the complementary space concerning the
victim users can be obtained by
h
iH
H̃j,v = Hj,Kj +1 H · · · Hj,Kj +Lj H ,
(1)
where H̃j,v is combined by the channel matrix of all the
victim users interfered by the j-th LPN. To avoid the interference from the victim users, Tj,i should satisfy the following
condition
H̃j,v Tj,i = 0Lj ×1 .

(2)

By SVD, H̃j,v can be further written as
H̃j,v =

j,v

We can rewrite the ZF precoding matrix as

−1
1
,
Tj,ZF = Pj H Pj Pj H
βj
r

tr(Bj BH
j )
H
H −1
where Bj = Pj Pj Pj
, and βj =
Ptr,j .


H
ṽj,v,1 ṽj,v,2 · · · ṽj,v,Mj .

(3)

Lj ×M

2) MMSE

By the criterion of minimum mean square error, the precoding
vector Tj,MMSE can be expressed as

−1
Kj
1 H
H
Tj,MMSE = Pj Pj Pj +
IK
,
(8)
βj
Ptr,j j
r 

−1

tr Bj BH
j
K
H
H
, and βj =
where Bj = Pj Pj Pj + Ptr,j IK
Ptr,j .
3) MRT

When Ptr,j → 0, the precoding matrix can be obtained by
Tj,MRT =
r
where Bj = Pj and βj =
H
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Ṽj,v ,

Kj
P

σj,k 2 +

(0)



Hj,k Tj,k

SINRj,k =

we have H̃j,v Ṽj,i = 0.
For the k-th user of the j-th LPN, define the projection
matrix Jj,k based on the null-space of victim users by
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and the new channel matrix Pj,k after the projection by

2
j,k

.

0

(10)

Pj,k = Hj,k Jj,k .

(5)

Define the channel matrix after the projection of all Kj
users served by the j-th LPN by


Pj,1
 Pj,2 
Kj ×M

Pj = 
, Pj,k ∈ C 1×M .
(6)
 · · · , Pj ∈ C
Pj,Kj
2

Definethe power allocation Ptr,j by Ptr,j = E[ xj ] =
tr TH
j Tj . With Pj , we can obtain the precoding matrices
corresponding to the three fundamental linear algorithms.
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(9)

In this section, we deduce the signal-to-interference-andnoise-ratio (SINR) performance for null-space based on ZF,
MMSE and MRT precoding.

(0)

Jj,k =

1 H
Pj ,
βj

1) ZF

Define Ṽj,i = [ṽj,i,Li+1 ...ṽj,i,Mj ]. Since the column vectors
(0)
belonging to Ṽj,i locate in the null-space of all victim users,

(0)
Ṽj,v

(7)

D. QoS ANALYSIS
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(11)
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TABLE 2. Simulation parameters of Fig. 10 - Fig. 14.

3) MRT
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TABLE 3. Channel parameters in the numerical evaluation.

To meet the QoS requirement of each user, we must have

B log 1 + SINRj,k ≥ Rj,k ,
k = 1, 2, . . . , K ;

j = 1, 2, . . . , J ,

(13)

where Rj,k is the data rate demanded by user k and B is the
total bandwidth. Thus the minimum Pj,k can be solved with
the following linear equation system:

B log 1 + SINRj,k = Rj,k , k = 1, 2, . . . , K . (14)
The total power demand can be obtained by equations (10),
(11) and (12).
E. ADVANTAGES OF OUR PROPOSED ALGORITHM

Compared with the original linear precoding algorithms, the
proposed algorithm has the following advantages.

for the generated precoding vectors and the channel matrix
of victim users are orthogonal to each other. At the same
time, the SINR calculation is amended to further conform
to the practice. The interference can be effectively decreased
to achieve improved QoS for users with satisfying power
consumption, applying appropriate precoding algorithm.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS

1) FEASIBLE CSI ACQUIREMENT

In traditional HetNets, the served UE reports its CSI to the
access point it associates with, but not to the other nodes interfering it. Thus, an LPN doesn’t know the victim users’ CSI.
By performing our proposed algorithm, the SDN controller
can get enough information to achieve the precoding vector
to avoid the interference to the victim users. In addition,
the computational burden on LPN can be further relaxed by
letting SDN perform the null-space construction.
2) REDUCED COMPLEXITY

Unlike the existing linear precoding algorithms, the proposed
scheme can obtain a good complexity-performance trade-off.
In fact, by combining the BD algorithm and linear prediction
methods, the proposed scheme is of relatively low complexity
and good performance. Moreover, in [66], all the users receive
signals from all the LPNs, which is impossible in reality
and of high complexity in analyzing and computing. Here
we define the service area and interference area within the
LPNs’ coverage and select the LPNs that do cause measurable
interference to a specified victim user. The complexity is significantly reduced, without considering the weak interference
from LPNs too far away.
3) IMPROVED QoS

The interference to the victim users can be totally avoided by
performing precoding based on null-space of the victim users,
VOLUME 3, 2015

In this section, we present the numerical results to demonstrate the performance of our proposed precoding scheme for
5G SDN. Here we use the network topology that combines
massive MIMO and small cells by implementing our algorithm to achieve the target QoS with low complexity. We take
the property of null-space to alleviate the interference to the
victim users and deploy the liner precoding to mitigate the
interference among the associated users.
Fig. 10 shows the simulation scenario with intended users
marked in red and victim users marked in green. At the
same time, we evaluate the system performance over channel
realizations and different simulation parameters. The main
simulation parameters that characterize the macro cell and the
LPNs can be found in Table 2 and the main channel model
parameters are summarized in Table 3.
The channel model is similar to Case 1 for heterogeneous
deployments suggested by the 3GPP LTE standard, but the
small-scale fading is assumed to be Rayleigh according to
recent works on massive MIMO [66]. The correlation matrix
between the BS and each user is modeled according to the
physical channel model in [8, eq. (34)], where the main characteristics are antenna correlation and reduced rank channels.
The propagation loss is different for BS and LPNs.
Next, Fig. 11 - Fig. 14 present the simulation results in
the the scenario as described in Fig. 10, where each user has
the rate demand of 20Mbps. The simulation results contain
both the conventional precoding scheme and the proposed
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FIGURE 10. The overall topology. (a) The topology of the macro cell. (b) The topology of the LPN 2.

FIGURE 11. Impact of the different number of antennas.

FIGURE 12. Impact of the total users and the number of the LPNs.

null-space based scheme. In the proposed precoding scheme,
the BS performs the null-space construction and transmits the
corresponding part of the precoding vector to the LPNs as
described in Section IV. The BS and LPNs perform the linear
precoding separately, when using the conventional precoding
scheme.

can avoid the interference to the users associated to the other
LPNs but within the interference area.

A. POWER CONSUMPTION IMPACT BY
DIFFERENT NUMBER OF BS ANTENNAS

Fig. 11 illustrates the total power consumption impacted
by the number of massive antennas at BS and compares
the conventional ZF precoding with the proposed nullspace based ZF precoding. Massive MIMO showed a performance improvements in energy efficiency and the increased
antennas can eliminate the interference to the victim users.
We can observe that the total power consumption can be
substantially reduced by increasing the number of antennas
at BS. Furthermore, the proposed precoding scheme has a
less power consumption than the conventional one at the same
user data rate. The reason is that the multi-antenna BS/LPNs
2248

B. POWER CONSUMPTION IMPACT BY
DIFFERENT NUMBER OF LPNs

Fig. 12 compares the total power consumption when the BS
is overlaid by different numbers of LPNs. The power consumption decreases when the macro cell is overlaid by more
LPNs. The reason is, by performing our proposed scheme,
the LPNs can unload the burden from the BS and the extra
LPNs with multi-antennas can alleviate the interference of
the victim users. Therefore, the total power consumption
will decrease with the QoS requirements of each user
achieved.
C. UTILITY OF DIFFERENT ALGORITHMS IMPACTED
BY DIFFERENT QoS REQUIREMENTS

Fig. 13 studies the different algorithms versus the different
QoS requirements. Two proposed algorithms are involved:
1) Our proposed algorithm using the linear precoding of
VOLUME 3, 2015
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FIGURE 13. Impact of the different QoS requirements.

null-space. Therefore, the strong interference to the victim
users will be eliminated and the SINR of the victim user
will increase. Fig. 14 shows the situation that the BS/LPNs
does not equip with sufficient antennas and only part of
the interference can be removed. The extra antennas can
indicate more victim users and the new system can eliminate
more interference. When the number of antennas is sufficient,
it totally eliminates the interference from other BS/LPNs.
This indicates that more extra antennas help significantly
to achieve higher SINR. In general, the proposed massive
MIMO scheme can significantly alleviate the interference and
achieve a desirable system performance for next generation
HetNets. The projection to the null-space protects the victim
users and the combined linear precoding algorithms deal with
the interference among the associated users. Compared with
the conventional design, the new system has a satisfying
power consumption and low complexity by taking advantage
of the CSI acquirement.
VI. CONCLUSION

FIGURE 14. Impact of the extra antennas.

the MRT. 2) Our proposed algorithm using the linear precoding of the ZF. The performance of the two algorithms are also
compared to the conventional ZF precoding. Fig. 13 shows
the relationship of the QoS and the corresponding power
consumption. As a result of using the proposed precoding
scheme, the interference of the intended users from the other
BS/LPNs can be totally eliminated. This is corroborated by
Fig. 13, which illustrates that the proposed precoding scheme
consumes less power than the conventional one assuring the
same data rate.
D. SINR IMPACT BY DIFFERENT NUMBER
OF EXTRA ANTENNAS

Fig. 14 shows the SINR distribution of the conventional ZF
precoding and the proposed null-space based ZF precoding.
The conventional precoding gets worse SINR due to the
fact that their victim users experience the strong interference
from other nodes. In comparision, the proposed scheme has
an improved SINR, which results in a better system performance. The proposed scheme uses the extra antennas to indicate the victim users and project its users to the corresponding
VOLUME 3, 2015

Massive MIMO HetNet is a promising technology to improve
the capacity of 5G mobile networks, where a mobile station can be served by multiple power nodes with different
scales of coverage range. A major challenge in 5G HetNets
is to manage and optimize spatial domain resource, compared to 4G system where frequency domain has caught the
major attention. To address this issue, this work explores the
probability of utilizing SDN technology to form a centralized architecture of control plane. Furthermore, we propose
a lightweight CSI acquisition based null-space precoding
scheme for the implementation. Numerical simulation results
justify that our proposed system can significantly improve the
SINR of intended users in LPN-covered small cells, while
oppressing the impact on neighboring victim users.
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